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by Meghan Butler 

  



Initially our mirror reflected love and light 

and sunshine. 

You swore you needed no one, your eyes were 

only mine. 

These are the lies that us girls with good 

hearts believe. 

In the end it’s only ourselves that we 

deceive. 

-ML Butler 

 



I saw you as lion, a king who held his 

ground. 

A man of honour who kept his word, even with 

no one around.  

In my eyes you were a warrior, smart, cunning 

and kind. 

I cannot believe that my love for you had me 

this blind. 

-ML Butler 

  

 



This is not a dream from which you can awake. 

Choices without thinking about what is at 

stake.  

The residual, the consequences, the damage is 

done. 

The two of us once were one and now we’re 

none.  

-ML Butler 

 

  

 



The knife in your hand - stabbing away at my 

heart. 

I should’ve listened to those who warned me, 

from the start. 

A bad choice is very different from a stupid 

mistake. 

A coward blaming alcohol and emotions -while 

it’s the truth you want to escape.  

-ML Butler 

  

 



Heartless you use the word sorry like salt 

over a meal. 

Plentiful and meaningless, as long as you won 

me over in the deal. 

“Can we start over” was your ending sentence 

every time. 

Stupid, I believed you again allowing you to 

call me “mine”.  

-ML Butler 

  

 



In relationships there are principals that 

serve as foundation. 

Building on nothing - with you, only led to 

heartache and frustration. 

Loyalty and honesty, the most important of 

the pack. 

These are the ones that you seem to lack. 

-ML Butler 

 

  

 



Head down, self-loathing and bitter you face 

the facts. 

Choices made, now dealing with the 

consequences of your acts.  

Never again will you call me “mine” nor will 

you ever feel my skin. 

You, yourself, build the house that you are 

currently standing in.  

-ML Butler 

  

 



Like a crack in a mirror, the damage is done. 

There’s no fixing or coming back from this 

one. 

I wish you hadn’t done it, I wish you loved 

me more. 

Instead, you chose to let that mirror fall, 

now lying shattered on the floor.  

-ML Butler 

 



Letting you go is hard - go live your life 

and find another. 

I do however beg you, to be better to your 

next lover.  

Be that man, that I held onto and hoped you’d 

become. 

Be loyal, honest, helping and loving - as 

your father raised his son.  

-ML Butler 



My pieces will find their way up off the 

floor. 

In time I’ll be assembled again by a hand 

whom will adore, 

my warmness, intensity and the love that I 

reflect. 

I know that I will miss you, but not want you 

back - and live out my life without regret.   

-ML Butler 

 


